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Abstract
The concepts of disjunctive and conjunctive form, implicants and implicata, well known in
lattices of Boolean functions, are examined in the general context of  nite lattices and  nite
convexity spaces. The validity of the Blake–Quine consensus procedure for the determination of
the prime implicants is shown to depend on a simple form of join reducibility. In the context
of convexity spaces, another algebraic procedure for the determination of the prime implicants,
based on distributivity, is seen to be contingent on the Helly property for convex sets.
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1. Introduction
Consider a  nite lattice L. Denote the join operation by ∨, and the meet by ∧, or · ,
or by juxtaposition.
Let us suppose that a subset G of L generates L as a join semilattice, i.e. that every
element e of L is the join (least upper bound) of some m¿0 elements c1; : : : ; cm of G,
e= c1 ∨ · · · ∨ cm: (1)
We shall say that G is a join generating set in L. The set {c1; : : : ; cm}, which determines
the right-hand side of (1) up to the order and possible repetition of the ci’s, is said to
constitute a disjunctive representation of e. (We can also refer to the expression (1),
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or to the right-hand side of (1), as a “disjunctive representation” of e.) Any c∈G
such that c6e, whether appearing among the ci in (1) or not, is called an implicant
of e. An implicant c that is maximal among the implicants of e is called a prime
implicant of e. The set of all prime implicants of an element e constitutes a particular
disjunctive representation of e (see [8]).
The above terminology originates in the theory of Boolean functions. The set L of
n-adic Boolean functions (n¿1), i.e. functions {0; 1}n→{0; 1}, is a lattice. In this
lattice f6g if and only if
∀v∈{0; 1}n f(v)= 1 ⇒ g(v)= 1:
Among the n-adic functions, we have the n projection functions (or “variables”)
x1; : : : ; xn given by
xi(v1; : : : ; vi; : : : ; vn)= vi
and their complements Gxi; : : : ; Gxn in L. (In fact L is a Boolean lattice, so that every
x∈L has a unique complement Gx.) The n variables and their n complements are called
literals, and the meet (greatest lower bound) of any m¿0 literals
l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lm= l1 : : : lm;
where no li equals Glj, is called an elementary conjunction. An elementary conjunc-
tion determines uniquely the set of literals that appear in it. The set G of all n-adic
elementary conjunctions is a join generating set in the lattice L of all n-adic Boolean
functions, and it is in this context that the term “implicant” has been traditionally used.
The disjunctive representations of the elements of a lattice correspond then to what is
traditionally called a “disjunctive normal form” (or DNF) of a Boolean function.
The following algorithmic procedure, called “consensus method”, to obtain the DNF
formed by all the prime implicants of a Boolean function f, starting from any DNF
of f as input, was proposed by Blake [6] and Quine [20]:
Start with any DNF
f= c1 ∨ · · · ∨ cm (2)
and perform, in any order, repeatedly the following two operations, until none can be
performed any longer.
1. Adjunction of consensus: if for a variable x some ci and cj can be written as
ci = xc′i cj = Gxc
′
j
so that c′i and c
′
j are elementary conjunctions, and if there is no literal l appearing
in c′i so that Gl appears in c
′
j , then replace (2) by
f= c1 ∨ · · · ∨ cm ∨ c′i c′j ; (3)
unless for some ck we have c′i c
′
j6ck .
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2. Absorption: if ci6cj for some i 
= j, then delete ci from the join expression in (2).
In Section 2 we shall re-formulate the Boolean consensus algorithm in the language
of lattices, and give a suIcient lattice-theoretical condition on G in order that the con-
sensus procedure yield all the prime implicants. As elementary conjunctions obviously
satisfy this condition, a particularly simple proof of the validity of the Blake–Quine
consensus procedure will result. Moreover, this suIcient condition will turn out to be
also necessary in the case of distributive lattices.
In Section 3 we shall suppose that the lattice L is the power set lattice P(X ) of
some  nite ground set X (and thus it is a distributive lattice), and that G is the set
of convex sets of some abstract convexity space de ned on X . This will allow the
generalization of a diKerent procedure for the determination of prime implicants and
implicates, by applying the law of distributivity in P(X ). This method has also been
known for Boolean functions, and we shall extend its validity to subsets of certain
convexity spaces.
2. Consensus in nite lattices
It is interesting to notice that the elementary conjunction c′i c
′
j appearing in (3) ob-
tained when performing the “adjunction of consensus” step of the consensus algorithm
for Boolean functions described in Section 1, is the unique maximal elementary con-
junction c such that
c6ci ∨ cj c 
= ci c 
= cj;
and in fact, the unique prime implicant c of ci ∨ cj such that c 
6 ck for all ck .
Given a  nite lattice L, and a join generating set G in L, we call a sequence F1; : : : ; Ft
of subsets of G a consensus sequence if for each 26i6t one of the following condi-
tions holds:
(i) Fi is obtained from Fi−1 by removing a single element c of Fi−1 such that c6c′
for some other c′ ∈Fi−1 (“absorption”),
(ii) Fi is obtained from Fi−1 by adding a prime implicant c of some join ci ∨ cj (where
ci; cj ∈Fi−1) such that c 
6 ck for all ck ∈Fi−1 (“adjunction of consensus”).
It is easy to see that for all i; j
∨ (c: c∈Fi)=∨ (c: c∈Fj):
In other words, if F1 = {c1; : : : ; cm}, then each Fi, i=1; : : : ; t constitutes a diKerent
disjunctive representation of the same lattice element
e= c1 ∨ · · · ∨ cm:
We shall say that F1; : : : ; Ft is a consensus sequence for the element e. It is easy to
verify that for a given  nite lattice L, an element deleted at an absorption step will
not be reintroduced later by consensus adjunction, and therefore the possible length
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t of consensus sequences is bounded by a constant. A consensus sequence F1; : : : ; Ft
is called complete if there is no Ft+1⊆G such that F1; : : : ; Ft , Ft+1 would also be
a consensus sequence.
For an element c ∈ G let us say that c is G-prime if
c6 c1 ∨ · · · ∨ cm
for m¿2 elements ci of G, implies c6ci for at least one of the ci.
Proposition 1. Let L be a lattice, and let G be a join generating set in L. If
(i) every element of G is either G-prime or it is the join of two lesser elements of
G, then
(ii) every complete consensus sequence for any e∈L terminates with the disjunctive
representation of e consisting of all of its prime implicants.
If L is distributive, and G is closed under the meet operation, then (i) and (ii) are
equivalent.
Proof. Assume (i). Let F1; : : : ; Ft be a complete consensus sequence for some e∈L.
If suIces to prove that every implicant of e is less than or equal to some member of
Ft . Suppose this were not so for some implicant c, and suppose that c is minimal with
respect to this property. Clearly c is not G-prime. From (i) it follows that c= c1 ∨ c2,
where c1¡c, c2¡c. By the minimality of c, there exist c′1, c
′
2 in Ft such that c16c
′
1,
c26c′2. But then c6c
′
1 ∨ c′2 and if we take any prime implicant c′′ of c′1 ∨ c′2 such that
c6c′′, we have a longer consensus sequence
F1; : : : ; Ft ; Ft ∪{c′′};
contradicting the completeness of F1; : : : ; Ft . This shows that (i) implies (ii).
Suppose now that L is distributive, G is closed under meet, and assume (ii). Take
an element c∈G that is not G-prime. Then there exist some c1; : : : ; cm in G such
that
c6 c1 ∨ · · · ∨ cm
but c 
6 ci for any ci. By distributivity
c= cc1 ∨ · · · ∨ ccm
and each cci is in G. Let
F1 = {cc1; : : : ; ccm}:
Let now F1; : : : ; Ft be a complete consensus sequence beginning with F1. In view of (ii),
c being an element of G, it is its own (unique) prime implicant, and hence Ft = {c}.
Let j be the  rst index such that c∈Fj. Clearly j¿1 and c6k1 ∨ k2 for some k1,
k2 ∈Fj−1. Obviously k1 and k2 are smaller than c, and c= k1 ∨ k2.
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Example 1. If L is the lattice of all n-adic Boolean functions described in Section 1,
and G is the set of elementary conjunctions, then condition (i) of Proposition 1 is
easily veri ed. This yields a surprisingly simple proof of the validity of the Blake–
Quine consensus method for the determination of the prime implicants of a Boolean
function given in disjunctive normal form.
Example 2. If L is the dually ordered lattice of all n-adic Boolean functions, i.e. in
which the order 6 is given by
f6g if and only if f(v)= 0 ⇒ g(v)= 0 (4)
and if we take for G the set of all elementary disjunctions, i.e. the meets of any m¿0
literals in this dual lattice, then a (prime) implicant is what is usually called a (prime)
implicatum. Condition (i) is again satis ed, thus providing an immediate proof of the
validity of the “resolution method” for the determination of all prime implicata of
a Boolean function (see e.g. Chang [7]).
Example 3. Let X be a Cartesian product of  nite sets, X =X1× · · ·×Xn and let L
be the inclusion-ordered power set lattice P(X ). Let
G= {Y1× · · ·×Yn: Yi⊆Xi; i=1; : : : ; n}:
The members of G are referred to as “generalized rectangles” by Pichat [19], and
Kaufmann and Pichat [13]. In the latter, an algorithm due originally to Malgrange [16]
is presented for  nding the maximal generalized rectangles contained in any given
subset of X . It is easy to verify that condition (i) of Proposition 1 holds in this context.
This validates the Malgrange algorithm, which proceeds essentially by constructing
a complete consensus sequence. Those prime implicants of
(Y1× · · ·×Yn)∪ (Z1× · · ·×Zn)
which are distinct from Y1× · · ·×Yn and Z1× · · ·×Zn are among the n sets
(Y1 ∩Z1)× · · ·× (Yi−1 ∩Zi−1)× (Yi ∪Zi)× (Yi+1 ∩Zi+1)× · · ·× (Yn ∩Zn): (5)
The Malgrange algorithm is in fact a generalization of the Blake–Quine algorithm.
This can be seen by considering (as in [13,19]) the case when each Xi is a 2-element
set.
In the situation described in Example 3, the members of G are called “cubes” by
StQormer [21], and their characteristic functions are called “cube indicators”. In fact,
in Example 3 we could have taken the set of cube indicators as G, and the set of
characteristic functions of all subsets of X1× · · ·×Xn as L (called “binary functions”
in [21]).
Example 4. Let L be the set of all independence systems on some  nite set S, i.e. set
systems I ⊆P(S) such that ∅∈ I , and A∈ I , B⊆A imply B∈ I . As each member of L
is a set of sets, L is ordered by set inclusion, and it is a lattice under this ordering
(in fact a sublattice of PP(S)). The set G of matroids on S is clearly a subset of L.
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Benzaken and Hammer [4] have pointed out that G is a join generating set in L. It is
an elementary exercise in matroid theory to show that the G-prime elements of G are
precisely those matroids that have only one basis and that condition (i) of Proposition 1
holds. (Observe  rst that if a matroid I has a unique basis B, then I =P(B), and if
for m¿2 matroids I1; : : : ; Im we have
P(B)⊆ I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Im
then B∈ Ij for some 16j6m and thus P(B)⊆ Ij. Conversely, for any matroid I whose
bases are B1; : : : ; Bm, m¿2, each P(Bi) is a matroid, I 
⊆P(Bi) and
I =P(B1)∪ · · · ∪P(Bm):
Further, considering any element x of S that is in some but not all bases, we may
assume, without loss of generality, that B1; : : : ; Bk contain x and Bk+1; : : : ; Bm do not.
Then both independence systems
I1 =P(B1)∪ · · · ∪P(Bk);
I2 =P(Bk+1)∪ · · · ∪P(Bm);
are matroids distinct from I and I = I1 ∪ I2.)
Example 5. Consider any  nite loopless graph and let L be the set of its subgraphs.
Ordered by the condition that F6H if and only if F is a subgraph of H; L is a lattice.
Let G be the set of those members of L that are complete bipartite graphs. Then G
is a join generating set in L, and the G-prime elements of G are those that have only
one edge. Obviously condition (i) of Proposition 1 is satis ed. In this context the
adjunction of consensus operation used in the formation of consensus sequences has
been introduced and studied by Dulmage and Mendelsohn [10], although not for the
particular purpose of obtaining the maximal bipartite implicants. An eIcient algorithm
is presented in [1] for  nding all the maximal complete bipartite subgraphs of a graph.
Example 6. Let L∞ be the set of all n-adic pseudo-Boolean functions, i.e. real-valued
functions on {0; 1}n. Ordered by
f6g if and only if f(v)6g(v) for all v∈{0; 1}n;
L∞ is an in nite lattice. However, if we  x any particular f∈L∞ and any  nite set
S containing the range of f, then
L= {g∈L∞: range g⊆ S}
is a  nite sublattice ofL∞. This fact is in agreement with the view of Davio, Deschamps,
Thays [8] and Bioch [5] that pseudo-Boolean functions can be studied as discrete func-
tions. In this framework let m= min S and let G be the set of those g∈L which are
of the form m+ aP, where a is any non-negative real number, and P is an elementary
Boolean conjunction. Then G is a join generating subset of L. The prime implicants
of f de ned with respect to this set G can be obtained by a pseudo-Boolean analogue
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of the consensus algorithm ([12]). The validity of this algorithm can be viewed as
a consequence of the fact that L and G satisfy condition (i) of Proposition 1. This
procedure is remarkably similar to the Blake–Quine consensus method for Boolean
functions. Indeed at the adjunction of consensus step the unique prime implicant of
f=m+ aP and g=m+ bQ that is distinct from f and g (if such a prime implicant
exists) is
m+min(a; b)P′Q′;
where P=P′l, Q=Q′ Gl for some Boolean literal l.
Example 7. Let us suppose that a subset H of a  nite lattice L generates L as a meet
semilattice, i.e. that every element e of L is the meet of some m¿0 elements k1; : : : ; km
of H ,
e= k1 : : : km: (6)
We shall say that H is a meet generating set in L. Expression (6), or its right-hand
side, as well as the set {k1; : : : ; km}, will be referred to as a conjunctive representation
of e. Any k ∈H such that e6 k is called an implicatum of e, and the minimal impli-
cata of e are called prime implicata (see [8]). This terminology also originates in the
theory of Boolean functions, see Example 2 above. For an arbitrary lattice L and meet
generating set H , conjunctive representations, implicata and prime implicata are simply
disjunctive representations, implicants and prime implicants of the dual lattice L∗ (ob-
tained from L by the reversal of the partial order relation, after which H becomes a join
generating set). If L is the lattice of n-adic Boolean functions, then complementation
f →1− f de nes a lattice isomorphism between L and L∗. Under this isomorphism,
literals correspond to literals, and elementary conjunctions to elementary disjunctions.
The consequences of this for the validity of the Boolean resolution method, which
is simply the consensus method in conjunctive language, were already discussed in
Example 2.
In Section 3 we shall deal with the interplay between implicants and implicata in
the context of a particular kind of lattices that includes Boolean function lattices.
3. Disjunctive and conjunctive representations in nite convexities
In this section we shall consider  nite convexity spaces and their separation prop-
erties as de ned e.g. by Van de Vel [23]. A  nite convexity space is a  nite set X ,
together with a set G of subsets of S called convex sets, satisfying the following
axioms:
(i) X and ∅ are convex,
(ii) the intersection of any family of convex sets is convex.
A subset K of X is called concave if X \K is convex. A half-space is a set that
is both convex and concave. The convexity space is said to have property S1 (=rst
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separation property) if every singleton is convex. It is said to have property S2 (second
separation property) if for any two distinct elements x; y of X , there is a half-space H
such that x∈H , y =∈H . Property S3 (third separation property) is said to hold if for
every convex set C ⊆X and every y∈X \C, there is a half-space H with C ⊆H ,
y =∈H . Finally, property S4 ( fourth separation axiom) is said to hold if for any two
disjoint convex sets C, D, there is a half-space H containing C and disjoint from D.
It is known that, under the assumption of S1, S4 implies S3 and S3 implies S2.
For relevant references on  nite convexity, see also Bandelt [2], Duchet [9], Edelman
and Jamison [11], KlavTzar and Mulder [14], Mulder [17], Mulder and Schrijver [18],
Van de Vel [22], and other seminal work surveyed in [23].
Example 8. If Fn is the lattice of n-adic Boolean functions, then associating to each
Boolean function f its characteristic set
{v∈{0; 1}n: f(v)= 1}
establishes an order-isomorphism between Fn and the inclusion-ordered power set lattice
P({0; 1}n). The characteristic sets of elementary conjunctions, together with the empty
set, constitute a convexity on {0; 1}n, called graphic cube convexity (Van de Vel [23]).
This provides a geometric language for Boolean functions. Note that literals correspond
to half-spaces, and all the four separation properties S1, S2, S3, S4 hold.
Let L=P(X ) be the inclusion-ordered lattice of all subsets of a set X on which an
S1 convexity has been de ned. The set G of convex subsets of X is a join generating
set in the distributive lattice L=P(X ). The G-prime elements of G are the empty set
and the singletons. A disjunctive representation of any E⊆X is a representation of
E as a union of convex sets. The implicants of E are the convex sets contained in
E and the prime implicants are the maximal convex subsets of E. The following is
a straight-forward consequence of Proposition 1.
Proposition 2. Assume that a convexity on a set X has both the S1 and S2 properties.
Then the set of all convex sets is a join generating set of P(X ). Every complete con-
sensus sequence for any E ∈P(X ) terminates with the family of all prime implicants
of E.
Remark. In the above Proposition the  rst separation axiom S1 would not be suIcient.
Indeed, consider any  nite set X = {a; b; c; : : :} of at least 3 elements, and let the convex
sets be de ned as ∅, X , and each one of the singletons. Then {a}∪ {b}∪ {c} : : : is a
disjunctive representation of X , and it constitutes the  rst and the last representation
in a complete consensus sequence for X , even though X is its own unique prime
implicant.
Example 9. As a variant of Example 3 consider the following. Let X =X1× · · ·×Xn.
Assume that there is a total order on each Xi. De ne as convex those sets Y1× · · ·×Yn
for which each Yi is an interval in Xi. This convexity does also have the S1 and S2
properties, and hence Proposition 2 can be applied. (Remark that this convexity is
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in fact a product of total order interval convexities, while the structure discussed in
Example 3 is a product of free convexities, see Van de Vel [23].)
The convex sets in this example can be visualized as “boxes” in n-dimensional
Euclidean space, and, as in Example 3, those prime implicants of the union of two
convex sets C1 =Y1× · · · ×Yn and C2 =Z1× · · ·×Zn which are distinct from C1 and
C2 are still of the form (5).
Consider a convexity space de ned on a set X and let E⊆X . An implicatum of
E is de ned as any concave subset K of X such that E⊆K . A prime implicatum
is a minimal implicatum. If axiom S1 holds, then clearly every subset of X is the
intersection of concave sets, i.e. the intersection of implicata.
In a given convexity space on a set X , consider m half-spaces h1; : : : ; hm, m¿1.
Their intersection
h1 ∩ · · · ∩ hm (7)
is a conjunctive representation of a convex set P. Each hi is an implicatum of P.
Clearly the convexity space is S3 precisely when every convex set can be represented
as an intersection (7) of half-spaces. (This is pointed out in [23] as a corollary of
a more general result.)
An intersection (7) is said to be an elementary intersection if for all i; j
hi 
⊂ hj and hi ∩ hj 
= ∅:
It is easy to verify that a convexity space is S3 precisely when every non-empty convex
set can be represented as an elementary intersection.
Instead of considering the intersection of m half-spaces, we can consider their union
h1 ∪ · · · ∪ hm (8)
which gives now a disjunctive representation of a concave set. Each hi is an implicant
of this concave set. Again, it is easy to verify that the convexity space is S3 precisely
when every concave set can be represented as a union (8) of half-spaces.
A union (8) is said to be an elementary union if for all i; j
hi 
⊂ hj and hi ∪ hj 
=X:
It can be seen that a convexity on the set X is S3 precisely when every concave proper
subset of X can be represented as an elementary union.
A convexity is said to have the Helly property if, whenever every pair Ci, Cj
in a family C1; : : : ; Cm of convex sets has a non-empty intersection, the intersection
C1 ∩ · · · ∩Cm itself is also non-empty.
Proposition 3. For any S3 convexity on a set X the following three conditions are
equivalent:
(i) the convexity possesses the Helly property,
(ii) ∅ is not an elementary intersection,
(iii) X is not an elementary union.
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Proof. Condition (i) obviously implies (ii). Conversely, if (ii) holds, then let us con-
sider for any intersection C =C1 ∩ · · · ∩Cn of convex sets the intersection of all those
half-spaces that contain some Ci. Let us consider now only the minimal members of
this family of half-spaces; assuming Ci ∩Cj 
= ∅ for all i; j, this subfamily of half-
spaces de nes an elementary intersection. This elementary intersection represents C,
and therefore cannot be empty. Thus (ii) implies (i).
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is easily seen by taking complements.
We shall now focus our attention on convexities with the Helly property that possess
all the separation properties S1, S2, S3, S4. Actually, it is enough to assume S1 and S2
and the Helly property, as S3 and S4 will necessarily follow (see Van de Vel [23,22]).
Thus we may speak simply of separable Helly convexities.
In any separable Helly convexity on a set X , consider k convex sets P1; : : : ; Pk , and
for each Pi let
hi1 ∩ · · · ∩ him(i)
be an elementary intersection representation of Pi. Then, the union
(h11 ∩ · · · ∩ h1m(1))∪ · · · ∪ (hk1 ∩ · · · ∩ hkm(k)) (9)
interpreted as ∅ for k =0, represents the set E=P1 ∪ · · · ∪Pk ; we call (9) a disjunctive
normal form (DNF) representation of E. Every subset of X has a DNF representation.
In the language of Boolean functions this fact is well known and widely used in the
graphic cube convexity on Bn= {0; 1}n, which is a classical example of a separable
Helly convexity.
In any separable Helly convexity on a set X , consider k concave sets J1; : : : ; Jk , and
for each Ji let
hi1 ∪ · · · ∪ him(i)
be an elementary union representation of Ji. Then the intersection
(h11 ∪ · · · ∪ h1m(1))∩ · · · ∩ (hk1 ∪ · · · ∪ hkm(k)) (10)
interpreted as X for k =0, represents the set E= J1 ∩ · · · ∩ Jk ; we call (10) a conjunctive
normal form (CNF) representation of E. Every subset of X has a CNF representation.
In the language of Boolean functions, this fact is well known in Bn= {0; 1}n.
In the separable Helly graphic cube convexity of Bn= {0; 1}n, if (10) is any CNF
representation of a set E⊆Bn, then the prime implicants of E are precisely the maximal
sets of the form
h1c(1) ∩ h2c(2) ∩ · · · ∩ hkc(k); (11)
where for each i, 16c(i)6m(i), and obviously E is the union of all sets of the form
(11), due to the rule of distributivity applied to (10). This characterization of prime
implicants was established by Kuntzmann in [15] using Boolean consensus. However,
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Benzaken [3] has proposed a diKerent argument. It consists of the following two facts
about Bn (the  rst of which also follows from Theorem 1.16 of [8]):
(i) if P1; : : : ; Pm1 are the prime implicants of a set E1⊆Bn and Q1; : : : ; Qm2 are the
prime implicants of E2⊆Bn, then the prime implicants of E1 ∩E2 are precisely
the maximal sets of the form Pi ∩Qj, 16i6m1, 16j6m2,
(ii) the half-spaces hi appearing in the elementary union representation (8) of any
concave set J ⊆Bn are precisely the prime implicants of J .
We shall show that the validity of this distributivity based procedure to obtain the
prime implicants is essentially contingent on the Helly property in a convexity space.
Proposition 4. In a separable Helly convexity, the half-spaces appearing in any ele-
mentary intersection (7) representing a convex set P are precisely the prime implicata
of P. Similarly, the half-spaces appearing in any elementary union representation (8)
of a concave set J are precisely the prime implicants of J .
Proof. We give only the proof of the  rst statement, since the second follows by
taking complements in X .
Let (7) be an elementary intersection representing a convex set P. First, we claim
that every half-space h containing P contains one of the hi. If this were not so, then
the complementary half-space Gh=X \h would not be disjoint from any hi. Without loss
of generality, assume that
Gh 
⊆ hi for i=1; : : : ; r;
Gh⊆ hi for i= r + 1; : : : ; m:
Then h1 ∩ · · · ∩ hr ∩ Gh is an elementary intersection and it is, therefore, non-empty. But
h1 ∩ · · · ∩ hr ∩ Gh= h1 ∩ · · · ∩ hm ∩ Gh (12)
and thus the right-hand side of (12) is non-empty, contradicting P⊆ h. This proves the
claim.
Let J be any implicatum of P. Since P and X \J are disjoint convex sets, S4 sep-
arability implies the existence of a half-space h containing P and disjoint from X \J ,
i.e. contained in J . But we know that h must contain one of the hi. This hi is then
contained in J . Thus every prime implicatum of P must be one of the hi, and since
we cannot have hj ⊂ hi, every hi is a prime implicatum.
Proposition 5. In any separable Helly convexity,
(D1) if (10) is any CNF representation of a set E, then the prime implicants of E
are precisely the maximal sets of the form
h1c(1) ∩ · · · ∩ hkc(k); (13)
where for each i, 16c(i)6m(i),
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(D2) if (9) is any DNF representation of a set E, then the prime implicata of E are
precisely the minimal sets of the form
h1c(1) ∪ · · · ∪ hkc(k); (14)
where for each i, 16c(i)6m(i).
Proof. Let us  rst prove (D1), using essentially Benzaken’s argument [3]. The two
key observations made in the hypercube context remain valid:
(i) If P1; : : : ; Pm1 are the prime implicants of a set E1 and Q1; : : : ; Qm2 are the prime
implicants of E2, then the prime implicants of E1 ∩E2 are the maximal sets of
the form Pi ∩Qj, 16i6m1; 16j6m2. (This is indeed true in any convexity, in
accordance with Theorem 1.16 of [8].)
(ii) The half-spaces appearing in any elementary union representation (8) of a concave
set J are precisely the prime implicants of J . (Second statement of Proposition 4.)
Part (D1) follows as in the hypercube case.
From (D1) we can now derive (D2). Let (9) be a DNF of a set E. Let us denote
by GA the complement of any subset A in the convexity space X , i.e. GA=X \A. Then,
by De Morgan’s law, GE is
(Gh11 ∪ · · · ∪ Gh1m(1))∩ · · · ∩ (Ghk1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ghkm(k)): (15)
In fact each Ghij is the complementary half-space of hij and (15) must be a CNF of GE.
Condition (D1) tells us that the prime implicants of GE are precisely the maximal sets
of the form
Gh1c(1) ∩ · · · ∩ Ghkc(k); (16)
where for each i, 16c(i)6m(i). But a set P is a prime implicant of GE if and only
if GP is a prime implicatum of E. Therefore, the prime implicata of E are precisely
the minimal sets among the complements of the sets of the form (16), i.e., again by
De Morgan’s law, the minimal sets of the form
h1c(1) ∪ · · · ∪ hkc(k)
where for each i, 16c(i)6c(k).
Example 10. Finite products of free convexities and  nite products of total order inter-
val convexities have the properties S1, S2, S3, S4. Finite products of total order interval
convexities have the Helly property, and hence Proposition 5 applies to the convexity
of Example 9. On the other hand, products of free convexities do not have the Helly
property, unless each factor has cardinality at most 2—in which case the factors are
in fact total order interval convexities. Proposition 5 applies to products of interval
convexities, but generally fails for free convexities and products of free convexities.
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